Customer Packing Tips
So your on the move! Assuming you have chosen Aaltonen International Removals
and Storage, we have provided you with a few tips and general advice on how to
pack for your upcoming move! These tips not only help you with the prepacking, it
also makes our job more straightforward and in turn allows us to provide a quick
and efficient service for you.

3-4

weeks
before
move

Get a start on
the packing!
The sooner you start, the less
pressure you have closer to
moving day. This is also a
good time to decide what
to sell, donate or discard.
Usually by now our surveyor
has called to you and provided
you with our Packing Materials.
Depending on how much
packing you may have, typically
you will be provided with Large,
Medium and Small boxes.
Including a few rolls of durable
sticky Aaltonen tape and
packing paper.

Once you have filled a box make sure
to label the box clearly on the tape.
Here at Aaltonen our boxes are built to
last and we are very concious of our
carbon footprint so we resuse as many
boxes where possible even before
recycling.

Sealing a box the
correct way.
It may seem like common sense but you would
be surprised how many people assemble a box
incorrectly. Simply fold the two smaller lids of the box
inward followed by the larger lids. Run a length of
tape down the sides of the box covering and sealing
the two lids together. This is the base of your box.
Make sure you apply sufficeint tension on the tape
when sealing the lids. When the box is filled, again,
fold the smaller lids inwards followed by the larger
lids and make sure to meet the tape from the bottom
with the top so the box now has one line of tape
running all round the box. This ensures that the tape
cannot peel off and the contents will not fall out of the
bottom when lifted. Place a criss cross length of tape
across the base if contents are extremely heavy
* tape bottom first
then turn box
upside down
and fill.

Large Boxes

The larger the box, the less weight.
Large boxes are for large items that take up
space but are light in weight. Duvets, pillows,
folded clothes, lamp shades, decorations,
toys and games etc.
NB Please do not fill a large box with heavy
items such as books, files or paperwork.
Just remember our crew have to lift these
boxes and carry them long distances and
up and down stairs.
TIP It is perfectly safe to use Duvets, Pillows
or blankets as padding for fragile or awkward
items such as lamps, large pictures or mirrors
etc. Just remember not to overload the box.
Remember to label all boxes clearly across
the tape in marker.
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Medium Boxes

Also known as Delph Boxes. These boxes
are for your fragile items. China, Porcelain,
Glasses, Plates, Bowls, Cups, Pictures,
Ornaments, Dishes etc. These boxes are
double wall heavy duty boxes designed
specifically to protect your breakables.
NB Scrunch up a few sheets of paper and
create a sufficient bed of cushioning for your
breakables. Place cups, glasses, plates etc,
upright in the box and again create a roof of
cushioning with scrunched up sheets of
paper before sealing the top of the box.
Place the heavier items at the bottom and
lighter items on top.
TIP You can use rolled up tea towels or chair
cushions for the bed of the box as long as
there are no liquids which can spill and stain
them. Remember to label all boxes clearly
across the tape in marker.

Packing pictures
Pictures should be placed in the box with glass facing the
wall of the box. Then place another picture back to back.
Make sure all pictures are face to face and back to back.
Often there are small hanging hooks and bits at the back
of a frame that can scratch or even break the glass of
another framed picture. Frames with glass facing glass with
some cushioning between them are far safer in transit.
When the box is full give it a gentle shake to assess how
much cushiong is needed to tighten up the pictures so they
do not rock in transit. You may notice that picures often vary
in sizes and do not allow for the box to close. If this is the
case you can leave the box open and tape the lids standing
up so the top of the box is still open. Provided the box is not
overloaded or not too heavy our crew will assess the
packing and may decide to place the box high in the load so
that they do not have to load on top of the box. Any large
hanging frames of pictures or mirrors that will not fit in a box
will be wrapped in blankets by our crew on moving day. If
there are alot of large glass frames our crew will pack them
in a specially designed picture box.

Small Boxes

These boxes are for heavy items like books
and paper work. When filled, these small
boxes can be surprisingly quite heavy. Books
and particularly documents containing reams
of paper are far too heavy to pack into a
large box. DVD’s and CD’s can be packed
along with books. These boxes are also for
tinned foods and other smaller food items.
Cutlery may also be rolled up in a few sheets
of paper and clearly marked “sharp” if there
are sharp objects inside.
NB There is no need to wrap books or disk
cases in packing paper.
TIP You can also pack toiletries like
shower bottles, creams, toothbrushes etc in
a small box. You may want to leave these
until last on moving day. Make sure all bottles
and containers are upright in the box and the
tops are closed and sealed tight. You can
scrunch up some packing paper to tighten
up the contents of the box so the items do
not rock and spill in transit. Label box clearly
and mark it to stay upright! Remember to
label all boxes clearly across
the tape in marker.

Packing
Breakables
The secret to packing glassware,
delph or any form of breakables is
cushioning. When you are wrapping
the piece do not wrap a thin sheet of
paper around it. Scrunch the paper
up and create a cushioned layer
around the piece. Normally one sheet
should suffice but use two or three if
the piece is extremlely fragile or large.
Make sure you scrunch up about
5-10 sheets of paper to create a soft
bed for the base of the box and
repeat again for the roof. The items in
the box should not rattle so to tighten
up the spaces tuck some scrunched
paper between them. Wrap spouts,
handles and lids seperatley.
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Hanging Garment
Carrier

Hanging Clothes Boxes

Our surveyor will have assessed how many
hanging garment carriers you will need for
moving day. Our crew will arrive with these
carriers on moving day. These Carriers are
pretty much like a mobile wardrobe. Your
hanging clothes will be hung on the rail of
the carrier and they are then sealed up and
loaded. Once our crew arrives at the new
residence, they will offload and hang your
clothes for you.
NB These carriers are expensive and are
made for reuseable purposes. We cannot
give you these carriers as they are in
continuous use. Please advise the surveyor
if you do not have hanging rails at the new
residence so we can arrange for another
solution.

We find that some first time movers who choose to pack themselves can become
a little overwhelmed purely by being unexperienced with the packing. This is just a
handy guide to get you started if you have decided to go with the cost effective route
by packing yourself. The idea of packing up all your valuable house contents can feel
like a daunting task and it does take time. If packing your goods seems like hard
work, you can include Packing Services into your Removal Service. Get a quote for
the Packing Service from Aaltonen or request a call back to speak to a member of
staff as soon as possible.
Packing is not easy and it can be hugely time consuming so many hands makes light
work! If you have any queries or even if you just need a bit of advice you can phone
us at any time and we are here to help in any way we can. If you run out of packing
materials just call the office and we will arrange for one of our crew to top you up.
So we wish you well and we will see you on the moving day!

Thank you for choosing Aaltonen International Removals and Storage. We wish you every
success and happiness in your future. If you are happy with our services, please feel free
to Like, Follow or write a review on any of our social medias platforms.
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